
Savitri Fiber Optic 
Connector Cleaner-
Pen type
The Savitri Telecom Fiber Optic Connector Cleaner- Pen type is a specialized cleaning tool designed to 

effectively remove dust, debris, and stains from the end faces of fiber optic connectors. Unlike traditional 

cleaning methods that require the use of multiple tools and cleaning liquids, this Fiber Optic One Click 

Cleaner is designed to distribute cleaning liquid precisely to the fiber end in a single action. Its ergonomic 

design ensures consistent and reliable results every time, making it an efficient and practical choice for 

technicians who need to maintain and troubleshoot fiber optic connections in various applications. With its 

ability to drive away dust and debris, this Fiber Optic Connector Cleaner helps to maintain the performance 

and reliability of fiber optic networks.

Key Features

Creative push-to-clean design: The Creative push-to-clean 

design of the connector cleaner is a simple and 

user-friendly mechanism that allows for easy and efficient 

cleaning of connector end faces. The design involves a 

pushing motion that engages the connector and initiates 

the cleaner, which automatically advances with fresh 

cleaning tape to ensure that the cleaning process is 

continuous and effective.

Connector Types: It is specifically designed for cleaning 

1.25mm ferrules used in LC/MU connectors and 2.5mm  

ferrules used in SC, FC, and ST connectors with both UPC 

and APC polishes.

Cleaning Effectiveness- 95% or above: This cleaning tool 

effectively removes water and oil, achieving a cleanliness 

level of over 95%. Its cleaning power surpasses traditional 

swab cleaning rods.

Constructed from anti-static material, the cleaner features 

densely stranded microfibers that are free of debris. This 

design ensures that the cleaning process is effective and 

efficient, as the microfibers can effectively trap and remove 

dust and other contaminants from connector end faces.

The fiber cleaner is designed in the shape of a pen for 

easy handling and operation. A "click" sound signals the 

completion of the cleaning process.

Precise mechanical action delivers consistently clean results.

 Extendable tip reaches recessed connectors.

The cleaning system rotates 180 degrees for a full sweep.

Microfibers used in cleaning are densely stranded and free 

of debris.

Key Benefits

Efficient and easy-to-use: The ergonomic design and 

single-action cleaning feature make it an efficient and practical 

choice for technicians who need to maintain and troubleshoot 

fiber optic connections in various applications.

Consistent and reliable results: The one-click design delivers 

consistent and reliable results every time, ensuring that the 

performance and reliability of fiber optic networks are maintained.

 Cost-effective: Its easy-to-use design and reliable results make 

it a cost-effective option for maintaining fiber optic connections, 

reducing the need for complex and expensive cleaning methods.

 Versatile: It can be used to clean various types of fiber optic 

connectors, making it a versatile tool for technicians who work 

with different types of fiber optic connections.



Suitable for SC/ST/FC Φ2.5mm adapters and ferrules 

with over 800 cleans

Material  Anti static resin

Dimensions 18.2 x 1.7 x 1.7 (cm)

Weight 20g

STS-FCC-P2SA

Technical Specifications

STS-FCC-P1SA

LC/MU Φ1.25mm adapters and ferrules 

with over 800 cleans

Suitable for

Material  Anti static resin

Dimensions 18.2 x 1.7 x 1.7 (cm)

Weight 20g
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Please note that product specifications, size, and shape are subject to 
change without prior notice. As a result, the actual appearance of the 
product may vary from what is shown in the picture. However, we take 
pride in our ability to customize products to meet unique specifications, 
ensuring utmost customer satisfaction.


